The Dialogue screening
Tuesday, November 12
4:30-6:30 p.m.
1505 Seamans Center

"The Dialogue", is a 70-minute documentary that follows four American and four Chinese university students as they travel together through Hong Kong and Southwest China. Together the students explore each other’s backgrounds and learn skills of cross-cultural communication. Their shared travel adventures, emotion of culture shock, honest confrontations and discoveries about each other become doorways to deepen their understanding of the world, of themselves and of styles of communication that are able to bridge cultural differences. Join as UI journalism professor Judy Polumbaum leads discussion following the screening.

For more information, visit http://international.uiowa.edu/community-programs.

This event is sponsored by International Programs and Crossing Borders Education in partnership with Michigan State University.

Individuals with disabilities are encouraged to attend all University of Iowa sponsored events. If you are a person with a disability who requires a reasonable accommodation in order to participate in this program, please contact Amy Green in advance at 319-335-1433.